A Resolution to change the intersection of Faulkenberry Drive and Blue Raider Drive into a three-way stop.

Whereas: The intersection of Faulkenberry Drive and Blue Raider Drive have one stop sign in place on Faulkenberry Drive.

Whereas: A crosswalk from the Nursing Building Parking Lot to the Parking Lot adjacent to the Theater is not protected.

Whereas: Normal traffic during the week make it impossible to turn from Faulkenberry Drive onto Blue Raider Drive.

THEREFORE, LET IT BE RESOLVED BY THE 60TH SGA CONGRESS THAT:

Section 1: Upon passage, stop signs shall be placed on Blue Raider Drive at the Faulkenberry Drive intersection creating a three-way stop.

Section 2: This Resolution shall take effect immediately upon approval, the student welfare requiring it.

Sponsored by: Ryan Blazer, Senate at Large

______________________________  ______________________________  ______________________________
Speaker of Senate                SGA President              VP Student Affairs
SGA Bill

A bill to amend 3-92-S, relative to the university nominee for the student member of the Tennessee Board of Regents.

Therefore, let it be resolved by the 66th Congress of Student Government Association of Middle Tennessee State University.

Section 1: An addition of the words and Tennessee Higher Education Commission in the caption.

Section 2: Under section three remove the words one member of the SGA House of Representatives, and one SGA Senator and add three members of the SGA Senate.

Section 3: Under section five remove the words respective Speakers and add SGA President.

Sponsored by: Michele Butler

________________________________________________________________________
Speaker of the Senate          SGA President          VP Student Affairs
A Resolution to add stop signs at the crosswalk from the Honors College to the Recreation Center.

Whereas: The crosswalk from Honors College to Recreation Center is a new crossing.

Whereas: Drivers do not always stop or reduce speed at crosswalk.

Whereas: The crosswalk is not a safe crossing area for pedestrians.

THEREFORE, LET IT BE RESOLVED BY THE 66TH SGA CONGRESS THAT:

Section 1: Upon passage, stop signs shall be placed at the crosswalk from the Honors College to the Recreation Center.

Section 2: This Resolution shall take effect immediately upon approval, the student welfare requiring it.

Sponsored by: Ryan Blazer, Senate at Large

---

Speaker of Senate  SGA President  VP Student Affairs

*Note: Printing already there?*
SGA Resolution _10-03-F_

A Resolution to add stop signs at the crosswalk from Scarlett Commons to the Recreation Center.

Whereas: The crosswalk from Scarlett to Recreation Center is a speed bump as well.

Whereas: Drivers do not always stop or reduce speed at crosswalk.

Whereas: The crosswalk is not a safe crossing area as drivers leave campus to exit at MTSU Boulevard and North Rutherford Drive.

THEREFORE, LET IT BE RESOLVED BY THE 66TH SGA CONGRESS THAT:

Section 1: Upon passage, stop signs shall be placed at the crosswalk from Scarlett Commons to the Recreation Center.

Section 2: This Resolution shall take effect immediately upon approval, the student welfare requiring it.

Sponsored by: Ryan Blazer, Senate at Large

________________________________________________________________________________________
Speaker of Senate  SGA President  VP Student Affairs

*not printing already there!*
SGA Resolution 24-03f

A Resolution to make is optional for MTSU students to pay the $8 fee for a mailbox.

Whereas: 15,542 students have a campus mailbox.

Whereas: 1,400 students are general delivery, and thus have no actual mailbox.

Whereas: It should be optional when you pay your registration fees to decide if you want a campus mailbox or not.

Whereas: If you know you will need a mailbox you may request one.

Whereas: If you think you may need a mailbox on occasion, you may request general delivery.

Whereas: It will be mandatory for all freshmen to have a campus mailbox.

Therefore, let it be resolved by the 66th Congress that:

Section 1: Upon passage of the resolution, which will go into effect in the spring, that it will be an option to have a campus mailbox when a student pays his or her fees.

Section 2: Upon registration, a student may either request general delivery with a fee, or request to have no mailbox.

Section 3: Upon registration, it will be mandatory for all freshmen to have a mailbox.

By: Chastity Wilson, Senator at Large

______________________________  ________________________________  ________________________________
Speaker of Senate                  SGA President                  VP Student Affairs
SGA Resolution 27-03-F

A resolution to put benches, trash cans, and cigarette waste container in front of Corlew and Cummings Housing areas.

Whereas: Students loiter in front in front of Corlew and Cummings Halls at random hours.

Whereas: Students tend to litter in front of these areas.

Whereas: Cigarette butts are scattered in various places.

Therefore, let it be resolved by the 66th Congress that:

   Section 1: Upon passage of the resolution, as a result, the living areas will be cleaner due to the disposal of trash into a waste container.

   Section 2: Upon passage of the resolution, the students will have a place to sit in leisure.

   Section 3: Upon passage of the resolution, the area will be cleaner, due to the disposal of cigarette butts in a proper location.

By: Randy "Cricket" Crawley Jr. Freshman Senator
SGA Resolution 31-03-F

A Resolution, pertaining only to Greek students, to allot one dollar out of every student activity fee to be credited to the Greek programming account.

Whereas: This will add 3,000 dollars to the Greek life budget per semester.

Whereas: This will enable the Greek advisor a better opportunity to educate the Greek community.

Whereas: The Greek advisor will implement a new member program to educate the potential new members on Greek life.

Whereas: The Greek advisor is under budget by an average of $4,000

Whereas: Student Activity Fees are $20 per semester, and no portion of this goes directly to Greek life.

Therefore, let it be resolved by the 66th Congress that:

Section 1: Upon passage of the resolution, which will go into effect in the fall of 2004, the Greek advisor will have one dollar per Greek student added to his or her budget.

Section 2: The addition to budget will be added after all Greek rosters are updated from the semesters rush membership intake.

By: Stefanie Reatherford, Senator of Education and Behavioral Science